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 To affect more than 30% of Chinese children and families through education. 
To lead the science that stimulates our children’s minds and thinking. 

To build a timeless institution in the global landscape.

from the chairman
about nobo
- corporate profile
- corporate history
- corporate values
all-in-one solution
- preschool market
- our core business
- three stages
educational approach
- 10 key habits 
- the nea
- the pentagon diagram
- 3 core curriculums
- educational assessment
cloud kindergarten
our campuses
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     Dr. Harrison Xia

     Chairman and CEO, Nobo Columbia Corporation

On behalf of our excellent staff and supportive shareholders, please allow me to explain the original intent 
o  the firm s obo ducation e ort

From 2006 to 2010, I studied at Teachers College, Columbia University. There I discovered that a clear 
majority of Chinese students are skilled at answering questions in a passive way but not at taking the initia-
tive in identifying and solving problems. Their skills lie in completing assignments on their own but not at 
discussing their work in public; they are skilled at asking for help but not at expressing their appreciation. 
These things told me that the pool of Chinese talent was lacking in innovative leadership and altruistic 
thinking  o  some people ould say  so hat   a child s happiness is achieved  then the underlying goal 
has been achieved. But we are today facing a technological revolution whith the development of the Inter-
net  artificial intelligence  li e science and other technologies  e can e pect repetitive and time-consuming 
tasks to be replaced by algorythms while more innovative thinking will be required from humans. People will 
need to cooperate in cross-cultural teams and combine knowledge with actions. This will be the only way 
by which the challenges to come in our pluralistic and changing society can be dealt with so we can achieve 
sel - ulfillment through success and happiness

Education is a process that enables people to learn about themselves, to understand the world and improve 
it  lthough hina represents a great proportion o  the orld s population and history   ound that its contri-
bution to the rest o  the orld asn t as much as  e pected   

This raises the question: so what can we do about all this? Nobo believes that high-quality education can be 
a orded by a vast number o  people ith good e ect  or many years  hina s comprehensive education 
system has been actively following in the path of the successful education systems used abroad. Therefore, 
we hoped to establish with Nobo Education a new set of education system principles that would be suitable 
or hinese children  ho account or over 30 percent o  our population  e thought it ould be scientific 

and easy to promulgate new systems in our schools and families and so lay a solid foundation, right from 
kindergarten  or cultivating talent in hina and or the orld  hy did e decide to start rom kindergar-
ten  imply  because it is believed that be ore the age o  seven a child s ay o  thinking and his her charac-
teristics  as ell as the amily s concept o  teaching and learning  can be nurtured  ith the idea in mind o  
enabling a li etime o  happiness or a child  o obo had the idea o  establishing ne  schools and refining 
innovative practices  varied thinking and moral ualities at the very first stage o  learning  believing that this 
would lay the foundation for student achievement and happiness throughout life.

To accomplish this, we set as the mission of Nobo Education to build good habits that can last throughout a 
child s education and apply even urther on to the career choices made by a child  e enlisted the thinking 
o  the orld s leading academic e perts in psychology  education  and computer science  e created a 
team o  young  diverse and e ficient orkers  e became a team that o ns the basic  o  education and 
technology principles. Most importantly, though, we now own as well a great idea: to spread high-quality 
education principles that will help shape Chinese children so they can be in a position to create a better 
future, not only for themselves and China but for the world.

Now we open-heartedly welcome those who have an active feel for education to join Nobo and cooperate 
with Nobo. Together, our hands can change the future.

from the chairman
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1. 

about nobo
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ll figures are valid  as o  eptember 30th, 2017. 

Nobo Columbia Corporation (NOBO) was founded in March 2011. It is a national high-tech enterprise and 

international preschool education research institute  obo is the first o  the e  hree oard-listed compa-

nies that takes kindergarten entrusted management services as its core business (stock code: 835983).

Our company has been committed to pre-school education for many years. The Nobo Educational 

Approach (NEA) is one of the few in China that have been focused on the continuous development of an 

education system and that owns the intellectual property rights for an education system as well as technol-

ogy products. Our main business centers on the “One-stop Entrusted Management Solutions for Mid-

dle- and High-end Kindergartens” idea, based on the Nobo Educational Approach. Meanwhile, through 

the online Nobo Cloud Education Management System and supporting teacher-facilitating products and 

tools, we intend to carry out large-scale propagation, replication and quality control. Among these, the 

“Haima Youping” child online assessment tool - SaaS services based on brain and cognitive sciences - is 

an important element and hina s first plat orm that can adopt big data to evaluate children  o ar  it has 

provided service or over five thousand children in more than t o hundred kindergartens  t present  e 

have reached cooperative agreements with many local governments and Top 500 businesses, including 

the ei ing icheng istrict overnment  hengdu uhou istrict overnment  the op 00 eal state 

evelopers such as  the ise un evelopment and the uoao roup  as ell as individual investors  ver 

the next three years we expect to open over one hundred kindergartens and provide service to over one 

hundred thousand children and parents.

Mr. Harrsion Xia, one of the founders of Nobo Education, holds a doctorate from Columbia University, and 

his partner  r  ylan ong  is a senior manager o  internet and media-listed companies  both o  hom 

have pro ound educational and computer interdisciplinary backgrounds  ur core  and operations 

teams comprise seventy elite talents with both domestic and overseas educational backgrounds and rich 

industry experience. Nearly forty percent of our staff hold doctorates or masters, and have done postgrad-

uate work. There is also an expert advisor group working with the Nobo team that includes top university 

professors, authoritative scientists, principals from world-famous kindergartens, IT talents, as well as busi-

ness management consultants.

KINDERGARTENS SERVICED BY ONE OR 
MORE PRODUCT FROM NOBO

218

education at heart, technology as wings

LISTED ON CHINA’S NEW THIRD BOARD

NATIONAL HIGH-TECH ENTERPRISE 

A ROUND FINANCING LED BY THG VENTURES
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In March 2007, in New York, USA,

Harrison Xia, who holds a doctorate in 

Education from Columbia University, 

put forward the theoretical framework 

of the Nobo Educational Approach with 

the support and guidance from both his 

mentor Prof. Xiaodong Lin-Siegler as 

well as the world-renowned psycholo-

gist  ro  obert  iegler

In March 2011, Nobo Columbia

Corporation (NOBO) was founded by 

r  arrison ia and r  ylan ong  

and the Nobo Educational Approach 

was then introduced to China. 

In September 2011,  with the expert 

team from the Preschool Education 

Institute of Beijing Normal University, 

we further deepened and summarized 

the curricular framework of the Nobo 

Educational Approach.

n eptemper 01   our first kindergar-

ten was opened in Beijing Xicheng Dis-

trict and research projects in coopera-

tion with scholars from Carnegie Mellon 

University and Beijing Normal University, 

were conducted. 

Since 2014 we began cooperating with 

Guangxi Beihai District Government, the 

Guoao Group and individual investors, 

among others, and widely promoting 

the Nobo Educational Approach in 

many provinces and cities in China 

through direct management, entrusted 

management and system introduction.

In April 2015, at the invitation of the 

International Association of Laborato-

ry Schools (IALS), we visited many of 

merica s top laboratory schools and 

signed a memorandum of understand-

ing ith the hildren s chool at arne-

gie Mellon University.

In June 2015, we reached a strategic 

cooperation agreement with the China 

Teachers Newspaper and established 

a preschool education guidance and 

service platform.

In August 2015, we formally became a 

joint stock limited company

Since 2015 we have been absorbing 

the groundbreaking achievements of 

the brain cognitive science academic 

teams of Carnegie Mellon University 

and Beijing Normal University, improv-

ing the Nobo Educational Approach 

and building the child assessment tool, 

“Haima Youping”. 

In March 2016, we became a New Third 

Board-listed company, stock number: 

835983. 

In May 2016, we sent a teaching and 

management team to visit and commu-

nicate with various kindergartens and 

academic institutions in Pittsburgh, USA.

In July 2016, the digital education man-

agement system “Nobo Educational 

Approach on the Cloud” , with the sup-

port of the Beijing Municipal Science 

and Technology Services Industry, won 

the third place in the Tsinghua Universi-

ty s ab  appiness  echnology 

- Global Innovation Challenge Compe-

tition.

n ugust 01  he obo esearch 

nstitute  as established and the 

first kindergarten as updated to the 

standard of an Institute Laboratory 

indergarten  e urther improved the 

Nobo Educational Approach and its 

basic theoretical research and academ-

ic achievements transformation from 

theory into practice. Meanwhile, “Haima 

Youping” began to do evaluations in 

many kindergartens throughout China.

In December 2016, we received many 

awards incluidng the “National High-

tech Enterprise”.  Meanwhile, the 

project, “Preliminary Development of 

the Child’s Learning and Development 

Assessment Tool Based on the Brain 

and Cognitive Sciences” became the 

key subject of the “Thirteenth Five-Year 

Plan” of the Beijing Society of Early 

Childhood Education.

n anuary 01  the brand s ision 

dentity ystem  o  obo chool  

in cooperation with CLOU Architects, 

completed an all-around upgrading.

In February 2017, we reached strategic 

cooperation with the government of 

hengdu uhou istrict and provided 

the District our One-stop Entrusted 

Management Services program based 

on the Nobo Educational Approach.

n une 01  the  ound financing 

as accomplished by  entures 

and Chinese All Education Industry 

Investment Fund. At the same time, 

we reached a strategic cooperation 

agreement ith the ise un eal state 

Development Co. Ltd. and provided 

the One-stop Entrusted Management 

Solutions to all the kindergartens in the 

group.

In September 2017, several Nobo 

Entrusted Management kindergartens, 

located in Hebei, Anhui and Chengdu, 

were opened as scheduled.

changing education doesn’t happen in one day
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he  members o  the obo amily at the annual meeting in anuary 01  ince this photo  ne  colleagues have oined us in the head o fice alone  e elcome you to oin us or a common goal  

rom the head uarters to each campus  every obo-er firmly believes in and al ays tries to carry out the 

following values:

Children are the most valuable asset of a family and a society and they need our careful 

care. In this we should take education as a fundamental and emphasize state-of-the-art education methods, 

with zero tolerance for any behavior that could hurt our children.

Dreams lead our actions and are the beacon of our progress. Always uphold faith 

and high aspiration and encourage each other to dream. Guide action with clear goals and results-oriented 

solutions.

 Parents, investors and governments are all our clients and the supporters of our 

ideas and dreams  e should respect them  serve them ell and solve problems beyond e pectations

 verybody ho engages in a ob should be pro essional and e ficient  

so as to help the company achieve her goals. This involves being honest and responsible, simplifying com-

ple  things  being proactive  e amining ourselves  and embracing change and u

 In cooperation, the communications between team members 

should be e ficient  e should not have ust a perspective on the overall situation and agree on unity in 

resolution, we must also seek common ground while setting aside differences and accepting disparate and 

di erent elements  e must stay generous hen complimenting each other and actively create a loving 

working atmosphere.

we believe in passion, dreams and actions
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2. 

all-in-one solution
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Children reading in their classroom at Beijing Xicheng District Nobo School.

According to the 2016 Statistics Bulletin of the National Education Development of the Ministry of Educa-

tion and related data from the National Bureau of Statistics, by 2016, there were 229.8 thousand kindergar-

tens in China serving 44.1386 million children, It is estimated that 77.4% of children enter kindergartens, 

leaving a 22.6% gap. At the same time, the average annual increase in the number of eligible children is 

about 4 million, for an average growth rate of 4.81%.

n accordance ith the above data analysis  e find that there is a shortage o  100 000  kindergartens 

nation-wide, lacking especially high-quality kindergartens, and that scaling in the market space is promising. 

As the “new rigid demand,” preschool education has also secured a number of national encouragement 

and support policies, including from the “Thirteenth-Five Plan.” Growth will require a low investment thresh-

old with good stability, but the returns will be high, and this has strong political, economic and social value.

A booming market opens a great many windows for investors. However, in order to build a high-quality kin-

dergarten and continuously run it well demands a good operation model. Compared with brand franchise 

and individual management, the entrusted management model stands out as having numerous advantages 

(see table below).

Entrusted Management vs Brand Franchise & Individual Management

Category Entrusted Managt Chain Managt Brand franchise Individual

Ownership Founder Others Founder Founder 

Management Operator Operator Founder Founder 

Burden Zero Unrelated Heavy Heavy 

isk taking Shared Unrelated Individual Individual

Brand premium High High High Low

Education quality High High ithout guarantee Uncertain

Teacher stability High High Uncertain Uncertain

eplicability Strong eak Moderate eak

Financing mode Strong Unrelated eak eak

High Low Uncertain Uncertain

a blooming market calls for an advanced operation model
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Staff training manuals, part of 39 book series dedicated to training.

Unlike traditional direct management and brand franchise models, we manage middle- and high-end bilin-

gual and international kindergartens by regarding the Nobo Educational Approach as the core and the way 

a Hilton Hotel is managed as our one-stop entrusted management services method. Investors (individual 

investors  large-scale real estate developers  finance conglomerates and governments  need only to invest  

e do the rest  hrough the management practice o  standardi ation and in ormati ation  obo ensures 

that the kindergartens benefiting rom an investment ill develop ast  ith scale and high uality

In this process, we charge the entrusted management expenses and obtain some tuition commissions, and 

are responsible for the management results.

Our one-stop entrusted management solution is divided into three stages: the project assessment and 

investigation stage, the opening stage and the kindergarten operating stage.

safely invest, we handle the rest
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One of othe numerous methods used by Nobo to assess the project before moving forward. A comprehensive analyisis of the local market is necessary for any project to be successful. 

o conduct peripheral business research  passenger o  analysis  and to look or the surround-

ing educational institutions for children and potential partners to work with.

5

To study the number of kindergartens at all levels, their tuition rate, facilities, environment, 

curriculum settings, teacher quality and student enrollment, etc.

3

o determine site conditions  class settings  building codes and fire conditions

1

o handle certificates needed or running a kindergarten and to look up  local re uirements or 

curriculum setting, tuition, annual inspection, and the ratings.

6

o inspect the number o  high-end kindergartens and their specific situation  the overall level 

o  the city s tuition and capacity or development

4

To investigate the total number of households, the delivery plan, the current occupancy rate, 

the occupancy level and the number of children ready for kindergarten.

2

project assessment and investigation stage
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The art studio at Langfang Nobo School. Furnishing kindergartens is one of the key tasks that requires experience and a thorough understanding of the standards and regulations that regulate kindergartens.

To plan each preparation task 

with respect to the local situa-

tion and positioning of the proj-

ect and formulate correspond-

ing time nodes for the tasks.

To create an appropriate teach-

ing environment with consider-

ation of local conditions and by 

ollo ing national guidelines  

and Nobo Educational Ap-

proach.

To centralize purchasing and 

deliver all teaching and o fice 

materials and facilities needed 

for kindergarten opening as well 

as operation.

Be responsible for preparing 

and submitting all documents 

required for kindergarten oper-

ation before its opening, and to 

ensure its validity and regularity.

To carefully screen, hire and 

build up a ualified kindergar-

ten management team for each 

campus and to offer them a uni-

fied systematic pre- ob training 

by the headquarters.

To conduct student recruitment 

programs by holding expert lec-

tures, parenting activities and 

other events in different forms 

and from various channels.

To participate in and supervise 

the construction and interior 

design of the project by follow-

ing Code for Design of Nursery 

and Kindergarten Buildings and 

other national guidelines and 

requirements by Nobo Educa-

tional Approach.

According to the preliminary in-

vestigation, to carry out an over-

all planning for the project and 

set off divisions of classrooms, 

unctional classrooms and o fice 

areas.

8765

4321

74 tasks ensuring smooth opening
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hile developing the  e have put together not only a pro ound 
understanding towards Chinese culture and existing state, but also the 
effective theories and practices from the western world through multiple 
ways such as dialogues with our counterparts from various countries. Photo 
above showing Dr. Harrison Xia and his team on a seminar session with 
colleagues from International Association of Laboratory Schools (IALS) at 
the hildren s chool at arnegie ellon niversity in pril  01  

aily li e at obo uoyuncun ampus a month a ter the opening  hanks to the standardi ed management model as ell as systematic tools it o ers  all the campuses are able to operate e ficiently and in good order
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To ensure that our operation is always up to the best standards we offer 
both domestic and international training opportunities. In April 2016, 
teachers and principals from Nobo School visiting Falk Laboratory School 
in Pittsburgh as part of a training. 

To guide the campuses in build-

ing a harmonious and win-win 

teacher-parent relationship via a 

series of family activities.

To centralize purchasing and de-

liver all teaching and o fice ma-

terials and facilities according to 

the needs of the campuses.

To fully introduce the Nobo Edu-

cational Approach, which holds 

proprietary intellectual property, 

to each entrusted campus. 

To offer managerial guidelines 

and manuals on human resourc-

es  property and financial man-

agement, as well as targeted ac-

tions and support that fits each 

campus s needs and conditions  

65

21

To provide Hi-tech means, sup-

port and resources or financial 

management, curriculum and 

teaching, teacher training, as-

sessment, etc. 

To deliver continuous profes-

sional on-the-job training, as 

well as on-site supervision, eval-

uations and other services for all 

kindergarten posts throughout 

the year. 

To offer kindergarten hygiene 

and health care guidelines and 

supervise their implementation.

To continuously offer action 

plan and all kinds of support in 

student recruitment and school 

promotion.

87

43

8 modules supporting efficient operation
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3. 

educational approach
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Scan and watch the ten key habits and 
marshmallow experiment videos

Nobo Educational Approach (NEA) is a set of edu-

cational and managerial solutions based on theories 

in global scope and on the status uo o  hina  it s 

fundamental goal is to cultivate life-long learners and 

global citizens through the 10 Key Habits (see picture 

on the right), which are also known as “meta-habits”. 

These habits are what children need to build from a 

young age if they are to acquire lifelong success and 

lay a foundation for other good habits. 

At Nobo School, everything we do is geared towards 

children acquiring these habits and to promoting 

their ability to be global citizens and lifelong learners, 

thereby laying a solid foundation for their future 

growth and success.

the ten key habits
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his photo rom 1 0 is itnessing the first steps o  preschool research in hina  rom then on hinese have been constantly pursuing a 
culturally appropriate practice  s one o  them  obo has accomplished a solution ith global vision and local roots  e hope one day it 
will be at equal level with other world-top educational approaches.

From New York to Beijing, the Nobo Team has committed to ten years of concentrated theoretical research 

and development  and carried out five years o  kindergarten practice  rom this e came up ith a kin-

dergarten education and management solution, The Nobo Educational Approach (NEA), which is deeply 

rooted in a set of local Chinese conditions and integrates advanced concepts and experience from abroad. 

From the education perspective, the NEA includes education goals, teaching content, pedagogy and edu-

cation evaluation, among other things. From the management perspective, the approach includes kinder-

garten-standardized management solutions and solid practical tools along with the three stages, namely: 

research, preliminary preparations and eventual operations. In a word, our approach can systematically solve 

the problem of “how to set up and run a high-quality kindergarten” in China.

As early as 2007, the theoretical framework for the Nobo Educational Approach was proposed by Harrison 

Xia, who holds a doctorate in Education from Columbia University, with the support and guidance from his 

mentor ro  iaodong in- iegler   as ell as ro  obert  iegler  a orld-reno ned psychologist rom 

Carnegie Mellon University and a member of the American College of Education. The proposal was done 

after a comparison and summation were made of global preschool education theories and approaches. In 

011  arrison ia introduced the obo ducational pproach to hina and set up an elite  team  hey 

perfected the approach with the participation of a team of experts and practitioners, including the Siegler 

Center for Innovative Learning, Beijing Normal University (BNU) Kindergarten and the Preschool Education 

Institute of BNU. The NEA has developed since then along with academic research accomplishments and 

practical insights  t incorporates the advantages o  various schools and uses  in depth  iaget s onstruc-

tivism  e ey s idea o  earning by oing  rie ron enbrenner s cological ystems heory  o ard 

ardner s theory o  ultiple ntelligences  hen e in s and ao ing hi s education ideas  as ell as 

kno ledge and inspiration rom reative urriculum  ore no ledge  the igh cope model o  the nit-

ed tates  the eggio milia pproach  the  program o  nternational accalaureate  and other o  

the orld s advanced education philosophies and curriculum bases  lso  ollo ing The Guidelines of 3 to 

6 Year-Old Children’s Learning and Development,” the NEA fully combines the current domestic situation of 

preschool education development, the actual performance level of Chinese children, teachers and parents, 

and state-of-the-art education teaching practices and managing experience. After several years in practice, 

the  has ormed a set o  practical  operational and e ficient education system principles o  high uality  

and it continues to integrate the latest science research, practice results and insight iteration.

In an education market unaccustomed to western educational approaches, the Nobo Educational Approach 

is a rare domestic education system with self-owned intellectual property rights that is truly local and truly 

global.

The Low Memorial Library at Columbia University. It is on this campus that the idea of the Nobo Educational 
Approach combining western and Chinese philosophies was born.   

a decade of chinese rooted efforts
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Scan and watch the NEA video

The core of the Nobo Educational Approach can be summarized by a diagram (see left). From the center to 

the outside  the  can be divided into  core target layer  habit target layer  five domain goal layer  educa-

tion teaching methodology layer and education in uence actors layer

The core objective of the NEA is to cultivate global citizens and lifelong learners. To achieve this goal, Nobo 

ocuses on cultivating children s behavioral habits in ten aspects  he ten habits bservation  ndepen-

dence  onfidence  ooperation  ttentiveness  ppreciation  uriosity  ealth  penness  eading  are 

contained in the description o  five domain goals or young children s development o  The Guidelines for 3 

to 6 Year-Old Children’s Learning and Development” issued by the Ministry of Education and the Core 

Knowledge Preschool Sequence done by ore no ledge oundation  obo s ducation  team has 

deeply subdivided the goals, to result in a typical 503 secondary goals (what we call “typical behaviors”). 

hen it comes to specific teaching practices  our three core curriculums and scientific assessment tools 

and methodologies are designed to achieve the final education goal through an n uiry-based hematic 

Curriculum, a Habit-developing Curriculum and an Inquiry-based Disciplinary Curriculum. The most external 

layers of the diagram mark the overall roles of the environment in affecting the implementation of education 

goals.

An important part of the Nobo Educational Approach is the Nobo Chil-

dren’s Development Sequence  the teaching guideline that is a five-year 
accomplishment o  the obo  team under the rame ork o  the obo 
Educational Approach. The Sequence covers all the learning and develop-
ment goals for 2- to 6-year-old children.

The Nobo Children’s Development Sequence is in compliance with the 
guidance of “An Overview of Kindergarten Education Guidelines (for 

Trial Implementation),  takes the specific education goals o  The Guide-

lines for 3- to 6-Year-Old Children’s Learning and Development” as the 
framework, and combines the “Core Knowledge Sequence” advocated by 
the U.S. Core Knowledge Foundation, “Common Core State Standards” 
and “Creative Curriculum.” It also makes reference to the education goals 
o  the ritish arly ears oundation tage  ustralia s arly ears earning 

rame ork  preschool education in ntario  anada  and ingapore s 
Nurturing Early Learners program. It not only fully responds to the basic 
demands or local children s development in hina  it is also characteri ed 
by simplicity, directness and ease of operation.

Nobo School has extracted from The Nobo Children’s Development 

Sequence the specific behaviors directly related to the en ey abits  
as a guide and a basis for assessing behavior habits, resulting in typical 
behaviors for 2 to 3 years, 3 to 4 years, 4 to 5 years and 5 to 6 years of age. 

hese behavior specifics stem rom typical per ormance under di erent 
sub-targets of the education goals system, and so they are ten key behav-
ioral habit objectives across several domains. Until now, the typical perfor-
mances summari ed by the obo esearch nstitute number 03  among 

hich 1  are typical behaviors o  the en ey abits across five di erent 
domains.

On the basis of a thorough knowledge of the physical and mental develop-
ment of children, The Nobo Children’s Development Sequence provides a 
solid and reliable practical tool for effective teaching, which is one of the 
important  accomplishments o  the obo ducation pproach

5 domains, 36 goals
and 503 typical behaviors
Decoding children’s learning and 
development

The Nobo Educational Approach Diagram, which highly summarizes the essence of the Approach. 

a new school for new children
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The NEA attaches a lot of importance to the cultivation of inquiry spirits 
and the 10 key habits by offering different learning opportunities to young 
children. The photo above presents a group of students working on a water 
cycle model during a two-month water-themed inquiry. Here it reveals the 
very meaning of what inquiry truly is: to discover and solve problems while 
learning by doing. 

From left to right: 1. Student obsverving a chemical reaction through a color change within 
test tubes as part of the inquiry-based thematic curriculum. 2. Students spontaneously 
reading as a result of the habit-developing curriculum. 3. Student painting happily with his 
hands as part of the inquiry-based disciplinary curriculum. 
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Scan and watch the water topic video

ducation is not like filling a bucket o  ater  but rather like igniting a fire  t obo chool  rom the outset 

we abandoned the traditional “teacher centered” and “lesson-giving” teaching methods, instead apply-

ing an in uiry-based  and pro ect approach  to education  e lead children to ask uestion and seek 

answers by following their own methods, then express their minds and thoughts. Here, children can take the 

initiative and  learn by doing. Before long, a model of thought as well behavioral habits that are indepen-

dent, innovative and caring would be built.

How, then, do we get our kids to want to learn, explore and acquire the Ten Key Habits? The answer is: 

obo s three core curriculaums  n uiry-based hematic urriculum  abit-developing urriculum and 

Inquiry-based Disciplinary Curriculum.

1. Inquiry-based Thematic Curriculum
ake the children s interests as the source and the guide  ask the children to carry out a series o  indepen-

dent in uiry activities during t o months time under the teacher s guidance  so as to inspire them to ask 

questions, read books, do research, and plan their own daily learning, and further to enhance their forma-

tion of the ten key habits.

2. Habit-developing Curriculum
his is a special curriculum that ocuses on cultivating children s behavior and habits  hrough care ully de-

signed teaching activities and props (such as “the question bag”, “observation table”, weekly presentation, 

and plan-do-revie  session  etc  theme-related decorating o  the classroom environment and fi ed eekly 

characteristic activities in the daily routine  e can promote a child s ac uiring the en ey abits  

3. Inquiry-based Disciplinary Curriculum
This is a highly goal-oriented curriculum: teachers design teaching activities according to the logical se-

quence of knowledge growth to achieve the development goals of the curriculum. The Nobo Inquiry-based 

Disciplinary Curriculum consists mainly of a library (reading) curriculum, a mathematics curriculum and an art 

curriculum. 

On this basis, we also provide children (and parents) with specialized curricula and activities that are indi-

vidual-appropriate  such as baking  nglish-language learning and sports  to enrich a child s li e e perience 

and improve his her skills at obo chool

3 core curricula
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Scan and watch the Haima video

aima ouping uses responsive technology to make sure that it orks per ectly and looks beauti ul on every device  t s easy to unction  ny adult ith a simple training can master it ithin a short time  so that the kindergartens ould spare no e ort delivering a highly e ficient assessment or their students  

ducation assessment is integral to a reasonably comprehensive education system  hat e ects do ed-

ucational content and methodologies have on children? How do we know we have reached the intended 

goals o  our education  hese all depend on scientific education assessment  he children s development 

assessment of the Nobo Educational Approach is divided into two main parts: one is a formative assess-

ment based on teachers  observations  or the abit pp  the other is a outcome assessment based on 

Brain and Cognitive Sciences, the “Haima Youping” child online assessment tool.

The formative assessment

The habit assessment program is based mainly on the daily observations and records of teachers. There-

fore, we provide a set of “habit assessment system” elements, based on the NEA, that is designed to 

cultivate children s en ey abits  his system can record a child s behaviors and assess the progress in the 

cultivation of the Ten Key Habits. The content of the assessment is based on the integration of the typical 

behaviors associated with the Ten Key Habits in the Nobo Children’s Development Sequence.

The outcome assessment

Our outcome assessment methodology adopts a set of internet evaluation tools based on the Brain and 

Cognitive Sciences - “Haima Youping” online child assessment tool. The Nobo team has been cooperating 

with top experts and scholars from Carnegie Mellon University and Beijing Normal University as well as 

e perienced hinese preschool teachers and principals  ter si  years o  scientific research and practice  

this tool came into being on the basis of 300,000 norms to ensure reliability and validity. It is mainly aimed at 

children 2- to 6- years of age: one kid can independently operate PC and interactive game-type evaluation 

tasks on mobile devices under an adult s guidance  hich ill later intelligently evaluate the child s level o  

development in five ma or developmental domains health  language  society  science  arts  and undamen-

tal cognitive level. 

he assessment tools o  the obo ducational pproach have scientifically and intelligently upgraded 

the traditional approaches o  teachers  observation  recording and re ection  hey are scientific in design  

easy to operate, and they test through lively activities, which effectively improves the teaching quality and 

management e ficiency o  kindergartens  mong these  aima ouping  establishes a big data norm in 

accordance ith hinese children s cognitive development  t is hina s first plat orm that is able to adopt 

the nternet  rain and ognitive ciences to ob ectively evaluate the five key domains or kindergartners

assessments in dissimilar dimensions
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4. 

cloud kindergarten
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n order to ensure that our educational approach and management plan can be uickly and e ficiently 

applied to each of the entrusted kindergartens according to their individual characteristics, we are sparing 

no effort to create an information system for the Nobo Educational Approach. This system is called“Cloud 

Kindergarten”, and is known as the“Nobo Education Approach on the Cloud,” which is a whole stack online 

layout o  obo ducation s operations management and teaching system  n a nutshell  the ystem covers 

all the processes and content of education and education management in the brick-and-mortar kindergar-

ten and converts it all to an online operation by means of science and technology. 

The “NEA on the Cloud” is subdivided into two sections: education and management. The Education sec-

tion covers the philosophy (developmental goals), the curriculum (three key curricula) and child assessment. 

By constructing a detailed daily teaching resources platform and easy-to-operate assessment tools, we can 

effectively support the implementation of the Nobo Educational Approach. The Management section, in 

accordance with different requirements for the opening and operating stages, provides sales, construction, 

purchasing  student recruitment  finance  personnel  material  administration  teaching  hygiene and teacher 

development services  lso  it is easy to locate the in ormation intellectually  hich su ficiently sa eguards

the rational allocation o  resources and management e ficiency and helps employees achieve sustainable 

development.

hen a certain number o  kindergartens oin the obo ducational pproach on the loud  the big data 

in this system ill  on one hand  enable the teaching sta  to comprehend each individual child s gro ing 

process more accurately and based on that, draft more detailed and effective lesson plans; on the other 

hand  it ould also help e uip the kindergarten management team ith scientific and standardi ed oper-

ation tools  here ore  all the kindergartens in this system ill become one unified entity that shares every 

piece of wisdom and knowledge, from there we can truly achieve our vision, which is to have an impact on 

more than 30  o  hina s children  and their amilies

he home inter ace o   on the loud  pictured here on a tablet  aima ouping  as ell as abit pp  ttendance   inance modules are all no  in use

cloud kindergarten = NEA + cloud computing
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he  on the loud is so easy to use that it greatly acilitates the sta s 
ork e ficiency and e ectiveness  he photo above presenting a obo 
chool teacher looking at the student list on abit  hat teachers 

used to do was jogging down their observations with their pens and paper, 
but now, the NEA on the Cloud can help them track their records whenever 
and wherever they want and generate reports on line automatically. This 
has not only considerably cut do n the teachers  orkload  but has also 
laid a solid foundation for future data merging and analysis. 

ylan ong  co- ounder o  obo ducation  is leading an  team discussing a ready-to-release product on the loud  n order to create an in ormation-based tool that caters to the teaching and operating demands o  kindergartens  such brainstorming happens at a high re uency among di erent 
teams and across departments.
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The NEA on the Cloud is very helpful with regard to standardization proce-
dures as well as with resource integration. The photo above presenting a 
director from Nobo School looking at the weekly work schedule on the sys-
tem. Earlier what teacher would do was writing down their lesson plans and 
sharing them via paper or emails; but now, the NEA on the Cloud can help 
them check standardized lesson plan guidelines so easily, and share their 
re ections and ne  ideas in a net ork among all obo chool teachers  
This has greatly enhanced information sharing and shall ultimately uplift 
the overall teaching quality. 

our legitimacy in this project

The truly information-based education practice should be a great combination of both educational philos-

ophy and technology tools. Their relationship should be blended into an organic whole, rather than viewed 

separately. However, the majority of information-based tools in the current preschool education market are 

far away from the education core. This is because people who created those tools are either those who have 

a thorough understanding of technology, but know very little about education, or vice versa.

The biggest difference between the majority of educational institutions on the market today and us is that 

the Nobo team possesses a dual DNA of education and technology principles. Both of the two found-

ers  r  arrison ia and r  ylan ong  have strong backgrounds in education and technology  e ore 

obtaining his doctorate rom olumbia niversity  arrison had years  o  e perience ith so t are and eb 

development, as well as with AI. Dylan used to work for product development and operation at listed media 

and IT companies with profound insights in technology and a true heart for education. Not only do we have 

e perts in preschool education and psychology as ell as educators ith years o  first hand-e perience 

orking at kindergartens  but e also have an elite technical team  t s due to such an advantage in our per-

sonnel structure that we are truly able to integrate internet, big data and AI with forward-looking education-

al philosophies. So the products coming out can truly be an aid to our children, teachers, kindergartens and 

parents to gain improvement and grow day by day, instead of being merely regarded as a tool for informa-

tion or picture transmission.

Education without considering technology is losing much vigor, whilst technology without putting education 

at its heart is sacrificing the substance or the shado  ll in all  only hen the high-tech products are creat-

ed by people who understand education well can they keep abreast of the times, surviving and thriving.
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5. 

our campuses
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ocated on the est hengdu oad  ai-

cheng District, Beihai City, Guangxi Beihai 

Nobo School opened in September 2015. It 

covers an area of 6,762 square meters and 

hosts a total of 18 classes that can accom-

modate 500 children. The architecture of 

the school is elegant, pleasant and grace-

ful. It features an open space suitable for               

children s activities  

This campus is under the direct management 

of Nobo Education; its partner is the govern-

ment of Beihai City, Guangxi.

Guangxi Beihai Nobo School
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Opened in September 2016, Beijing David 

- obo chool is located on iyuan oad  

Daxing District, Beijing. It covers 1,400 square 

meters and hosts 9 classes that can accom-

modate 200 children. The exterior wall and in-

terior decoration of the school were designed 

by a young and talented designer who stud-

ies and lives in the U.S.. This campus is rich in 

lively color. It was built under the supervision 

of Nobo Team in accord with the environment 

standards of international schools and the 

e ort has resulted in a a color ul children s 

home away from home.

The school is under the entrusted manage-

ment of Nobo Education; its partner is an 

individual investor, David Education.  

Beijing David Nobo School
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Opened in March 2017, Beijing Guoyun Nobo 

School is located on the west Jiugongwudian 

oad  a ing istrict  ei ing  t covers an 

area of 6,575 square meters and hosts 18 

classes that can accommodate 500 children. 

The interior environment was designed by a 

designer and former employee from Perkins 

Eastman. The space layout is reasonable 

and the landscape is pleasant, and both fully 

re ect the idea o  children as the center  

This campus is under the entrusted man-

agement of Nobo Education; its partner is 

the uoao roup  his is also the first case 

o  obo ducation s many cooperation           

with Guoao.

Beijing Guoyun Nobo School
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In September 2017, Hebei Langfang Nobo 

School opened near the intersection of Yinhe-

bei oad and ei eng oad in uangyang 

District of Langfang City. It covers an area 

of 5,500 square meters and hosts 15 classes 

which can accommodate 400 children. This 

campus was carefully crafted by professional 

designers  and introduced the all-around  

of Nobo School. It desires to be a benchmark 

kindergarten in Langfang City. 

This campus is under the entrusted manage-

ment of Nobo Education; its partner is the 

Leyu Education.

Hebei Langfang Nobo School
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Guilin Nobo School opened in September 

2017 in the Dreamworld Community, on the 

est side o  the i iver  near the an hou 

Bridge, Diecai District, Guilin City. The cam-

pus covers an area of 6,500 square meters 

and hosts 12 classes that can accommodate 

3 0 children  ith the attractive scenery o  

the i iver there  the children can en oy 

incomparable nature experiences. 

The campus is under the entrusted manage-

ment of Nobo Education; its partner is the 

Guoao Group. 

Guangxi Guilin Nobo School
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n eptember 01  hengdu uhou inder-

garten opened. It is located on the 4th road of 

an iao  uhou istrict  t covers an area o  

7,500 square meters and hosts 15 classes that can 

accommodate 450 children. This is one of the 

largest public kindergartens in uhou istrict  

The environment and facilities of this campus 

were designed and equipped in accordance with 

a design code for exemplary kindergartens as well 

as the requirements from the NEA which provide 

ample space and opportunities for children to 

play, explore and learn.

 

This campus is under the entrusted management 

of Nobo Education; its partner is the government 

o  uhou istrict  hengdu  his campus is also 

a case o  the regional government s echoing 

to the central government s call o  Purchasing 

high-quality preschool education programs from a 

third party supplier”.

Chengdu Wuhou Nobo School
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